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PHYSICAL REVIEW D VOLUME 45, NUMBER 5 1 MARCH 1992

Z-mediated B-B mixing and B-meson CP-violating asymmetries
in the light of new flavor-changing neutral-current bounds

Dennis Silverman
Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, California 92717

(Received 24 June 1991)

We impose new limits on flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC s) applied to the 4 x 4 mixing
matrix of the next heaviest down quark in a model with extra SU(2)i. singlet down quarks, such as
in E6. We find the new bounds still allow tree-level FCNC Z exchange to dominate Bd-Bz mixing,
but not B. B, —mixing. A stronger b ~ d bound by a factor of 1/10 could rule out the possibility
of Z mediation with FCNC accounting for Bd-Bd mixing. The unitarity "d-b triangle" may still
be a quadrangle with a detectable fourth side. The CP asymmetries from Bd decay should show a
new CP-violating phase if the Z-mediated process dominates Bd-B& mixing.

PACS uumber(s): 14.40.Jz, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Mm, 13.20.Jf

Here the 3 x 4 submatrix of V couples the three up
quarks to the four down quarks. The 3 x 3 submatrix
of V for i, j = 1, 2, 3 is t, he standard Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CI&M) matrix.

The flavor-changing neutral currents are given by the
lllixings to the fourth down quark by [2]

I. INTRODUCTION

The new limits on 6 8 and b ~ d flavor-changing
neutral currents (FCNC's) from UA1 and on s d from
new limit, s on I~ L pp are used to explore consequences
for mixing models with new down quarks, which are
SU(2)L singlets. These models have been explored be-
fore [1] and include three Ee generations, each of which
contain such a down quark. This mixing is truncated
t, o the st, andard down quarks mixing only with t, he least
nxassive new down quark in a 4 x 4 mixing n&atrix. The
resulting bounds on F(.NC's are compared with the Z-
mediated rates for Bd- Bd and B,—B, nlixing to show
that such tree-level mixing can still dominate B&-Bd
mixing over the standard-model box diagrams, but, the
Z-mediated process is bounded at less than half the am-
plitude for B,— B, mixing. The FCNC limits are then
'-lf)plied to t, he mat, rix elcnlcnts of the 4 x 4 n&ixillg @matrix

to find the limits on the mixing angles. If the Z-mediated
F(.."N(' (lominat, es B~-B~ mixing, we can shovel that, the
C"P-violaf. , ing asy&umetl'ies in B& meson decays must be
due to new mixing angles and phases of the 4 x 4 mixing
matrix. We also reevaluate the effects these FCNC and
4 x 4 unitarity can have in unitarity quadrangles that re-
place the 3 x 3 unitarity triangles. Throughout we take
all data and bounds at 90% confidence limits (or 1.64o),
unless it is an absolute bound. This is a follow-up to the
work done on this subject with Nir [2, 3].

(I;J
———V~;V. i, for i g j.

The F('NC" couplings of the down quarks to the Z are
t, hen given by [2]

e
Ui~ "ALP"d~ L Z

2 sin 0~ cos tJ ~ (4)

III. THE BOUND FROM B ~ p, pX

The Z-mediated process forms p pairs from the FCNC
6 ~ d and b ~ s with amplitudes Ugy and U, g, respec-
tively. The branching ratio of this to the W-mediated
semileptonic decay is

8(8 —pp-~ )
[( —.,

—Sln Otsi ) + (sin ger )"8 8 —@vs

I
Udb I

' +
I
U. b

I

'

IV.bl" + Fp. lVbl"
'

where F~, 0.5.
The new bound from UA1 is [4]

8(8 —p y X) & 5 x. . 10 (6)II. FLAVOR-CHANGING NEUTRAL CURRENTS
FROM MIXING which when scaled by t, he branching ratio for the W-

mediated decay to pv bounds the ratios [3]
Mixing in a fourth down quark which is an SU(2)i.

singlet, using the 4 x 4 matrix V which diagonalizes the
down quarks to the mass eigenstates, and using a basis
where the three up-quark states are the mass eigenstates,
the charged current interact, ions are [2]

U, g ( 0.041.

This is an improvement by a factor of 5 on the IU~bl from
the previous bounds from this process. With the values

IV, bl = 0.044+ 0.014, the range of the bounds on Udb

and U, ~ are(W 1"++l4'+J" )

,1 = 4;& el LP dj L (2) Il'sbI & 0.0018+ 0.0006, lii', bl & 0.0018 + 0.0006. (8)
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IV. B-B MIXING

Mixing may occur by t, he b-d quarks in a, 8 annihilat, ing

to a. virtual Z through a. FCNC with amplitude U~b, and

t, he Z then creates b-d. quarks through another FCNC,
and this then becomes a 8 meson. The mixing for this

is given by

2
(&d)z = GFBafaMag7a[Uda)

6
(9)

The experimental and calculated parameters are (ex-
tended to 90% C.L. )

V,; = —V,b the above requirement becomes

o 007
V, b

(18)

VI. FCNC BOUNDS FROM K-MESON PHYSICS

This violates the UA1 upper bound of 0.041 on this ratio,
Eq. (7), by a factor of 2. However, Z-mediated mixing

could still interfere wit, h the box diagrasns and signifi-

cantly affect the phase.

~d ——0.66 + 0.18,

rg~V, g~
= (3.5k 1.0) x 10 GeV

/Bn fg ——0.15 6 0.08 Ge V .

(10)
(»)
(12) B(I~I. ~ pp) = (7.0 + 0.82) x 10 (19)

The new BNL result [5] for IiL, ~ pp is (with 90'%%uo

C.L. limits)

0.013 & ( 0.045.
cb

(13)

Requiring that this account for the observed value of B&-

Hd mixing would result in
The result from the 2y intermediate state is [6] (6.83 +
0.46) x 10 s. The 27 absorptive contribution is purely

imaginary, and the FCNC Z mediated decays sum to
contribute only to the real part. Bounding the difference

of the rates as being due to the real part gives

Thus the Bdo Bdo mix-ing by Z-mediated FCNC's is still
allowed by the new bound on B ~ @AX, Eq. (7). The
upper limit on Uqt, obtained from B& Bz mixin-g [1,3] is

of the same order as the new bound.

idnky = (0.17 6 0.94) x 10

The relation to the FCNC amplitude is [3]

)A~~ = 13.7[Re(Uq, )] .

(20)

(21)

V. COMPARISON WITH BOX DIAGRAMS
FOR MIXING

The standard-model box diagrams for meson mixing
have net flavor-changing processes with two charged cur-
rents dominated by couplings to the top quark because
of its large mass. For the Z mediated FCNC to domi-

nate over the standard model amplitude for B-B mixing
requires [3]

(Re(Ud, )( & 0.90 x 10 (22)

The Z-mediated FCNC also contribute to the neutral-

Ix -meson mass difference. Requiring (b.M&. )z & AMy&,
t, he bound from this is [3]

Re[(Ug, ) ll & 4. 1 x 10 (23)

Using the difference plus error as the maximum bound

on (An~ & 1.11 x 10 gives

~Ugg/(V d Vip)
~

) 0.07 to 0.14,

iU, y/( V, ", V&g)i & 0.07 to 0.14,

(14)
(15)

The Z-mediated diagram also contribute to c giving
the bound [3]

where the lower value for t,he limit is for m, = 90 GeV
and the upper value is for m&

——200 GeV.
For Bd-B& mixing, Z-mediated dominance requires

(16)

~lm[(Ug, )']~ & 2.6 x 10 '. (24)

Putting together the above two bounds we find, for the

Ud, parts,

and with [ Vqg
~

between 0.003 and 0.02 requires [U~q
~

greater than 0.00021 to 0.0014. With the UA1 bound
of Eq. (8) on Ugg this range is allowed.

For B,.-B, mixing to be dominantly Z mediated re-
quires

[Re(Ud, )~ & 0.90 x 10

[Im(('g, )[ & 0.64 x 10

)Ud, )
& 0.64 x 10

VII. BOUNDS ON MIXING ANGLES

(25)
(26)
(27)

(J,b & 0.07.
4b

(17)

With V, b = 1 and from the 8-b unitarity triangle relation
I

All cosine terms in the 4 x 4 mixing ma. trix are nea. r 1.
The leading terms in the 3 x 4 part of V, in terms of the
sines of the mixing angles are [7]

—812
8 ]28g3 —8 ]3e

8)38
823

1

82' e

s„
(28)

The complex conjugates of the couplings to the fourth down quark are
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t4d: 8148 + 824e 812 S34(812S23 —813e ' "),
&''4", ——814e

' "81- —824e
' "+ 834(823+ 812813e ' ")

—id~4 —Zh 1 4 )61't «,
——s3q —sgqe - s~3 —sr4e sr3e

(29)

(30)
(31)

Using the bound on Re(Ud, ) above, for the four-quark
lllrxlllg for m —L~,~

= V~; Vqj, we get,

~Re(l 4d V4, )~ & 0.90 x 10 (32)

We no~ insert the fornls for the V&& and V4, in the
above ar&d keep the quadratic terms in each of the new
nlixing angles s3~, s-„~~e

' '", and size ' '" and use the
above bound to bound each mixing angle separately. F'or
s~qe ' "-" and srqe ' '" t, hese give

[824e ""
)

& 0.0064,

[814e ""
[
& 0.0064.

(33)
(34)

For s3q we note that its coefFicient in V4d is —
V&d and

that its coeKcient in V4, is mainly sq3 ——V,b. The bound
becomes

0.90 x 10

IV,eRe(V1d) I

(35)

~'34[ & 0.20,

indeperldent of the value of V,b ——s23, which cancels out
in the ratio.

We can now form separate limits on t, he mixing ele-
ments Vq& based on the above limits on the mixing angles.
Adding possible contributions by assuming no cancella-
tioris gives

~t«~ & 0.012,

iV4, i
& 0.019,

1V4& I
& 0.20.

(38)
(39)
(40)

Substituting these back into Upj: VQ& Vqj we call
look for inlprov» rlrerlts. We find

if's, .
i

& 0.23 x 10 (41)

which is better than Eqs. ('27) and (26) on the magnitude
and imaginary part, but does not improve Eq. ('25) on
the real part. On U, s the product (V4, ))V4I, (

gives the
bound 0.0038, which is not as good as t, he direct bound
in Eq. (8). On Us1, the product (V4d[)V4b( gives the
bound 0.0024 which is the same as in Eq. (8).

VIII. CORRECTIONS TO CKM UNITARITY
TRIANG LES

The unitarity of the 4 x 4 niixir&g rllatrix requires or-
thogonality of t, he diA'ererlt, rows. Instead of the three

Using the Particle Data Table 90% C.L. lower bound for
)V1d) of 0.003 and the lower bound [V„-s( = 0.030 gives

(834( & 0.32. (36)

The bounds on 6 ~ d and 6 ~ s do not give better
bounds on s2qe ' '" and s r~e ' ", but the 6 s bound,
Eq. (7), gives

ternls in the CPM orthogonality relation, which give a
triangle in t, he complex plane, we now have four terms
which give a quadrangle. The fourt. h terms are the
t '

pj — k q&' t Qj arid t he or thogonality relat ions ar e

t. 'd, ——t'„q V„, + V,'d V;., + V, d V], ,

U, b
—V„;t."„b+ V,*, V,b + V, '„V]b,

Ugb
—V„'„V„b+V.'dV b+ V,*„v,b.

(42)

(43)
(44)

In the L''~, equation, the first two terms on t, he right
are of rrlagnitude 0.22 while the t, hird term is & 0.0012.
'I'h» nlagirit. ude of V~, is & 2 x 10, so to one part, in
200 the first two ternls sinlply cancel each other.

Irr the U, b equat, ioii, t, he new bound of 0.04 V, b is to
be con&pared with t, he middle term of V,b. Thus the cor-
rect, iorl t,o the cancellat. ion of the second and third t,erms
can only be as large as 0.04 of either of t, hem. In tire
complex plane, this is now an almost closed triangle.

In the Udb equation, however, the Udb bounded by
0.04V, b can be compared to the middle or "base" term of
0.22V, b. Thus t, he quadrangle is riot yet ruled out here,
with the fourth side possibly as large as 20% of the base.

IX. PHASES IN B„-B CP-VIOLATING DECAY
ASYMMETRIES

The CP-violating decay asymmetries [8] rely on a rel-
ative phase between the Bd-Bd mixing and the 6-quark
decay amplitudes into final states of definite CP. Since
we have found tliat, B&-B& mixing may be donlinated by
Z-lllediated FCNC processes, the phases of Vgb could be
the import, ant ones. To leading order in s3q, s2qe
a.rid srqe ' " we ha. ve

t. d1, ———834(834l', d+ 814e ""—824e ""812) (45)

The first, term has the same phase as in the standard
model where the box diagram with the t-quark domi-
nates the mixing. This term is bounded by 0.0008. The
term wit, h s &~e

' " is bounded by 0.{}003.The term with
size ' '" has the largest bound of 0.0013. The sum gives
the bourided value of 0.0024 to V~b . Thus if the FCNC
dominates Bd-B t rllixing, it, may do so by involving the
neM Pllase in size ' '", due to t, he 4 x 4 o& larger rlatirre
af t, he dawn-quark mixing mat, rix.

Using the lowest bound for rnid
—90 GeV Eq. (14), we

see (~dg 11eed onlv be as large as 0.07~ V«
~

to dominate
over the box diagrams in B&-Bd mixing. Since the term
in 834 Vd in Ug1, could only be as large as 0.04~ V1s~ this
term could not account for Z mediation dominating over
t he box diagranls in B&-Bd mixing. If Z mediation
does dominate, it, rllust, then be from size ' ".We thus
expect a riew phase to the CP asymmetries if Z-mediated
d iagl'allis d alllln ate Bd- Bdo rlllxlllg.

111 Fig. 1 we show the relevant bounds for ~Usq~ and the
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Bounds on IU I for IV I=Q.Q44
0.0020--

UA1 Upper Bound

&F

0.0015--

IU„I
~ To Dominate Box ~

0.0010--

For B Mixing
C

0.0005--
~Sew Phases ~

Old Phase
R

p pppp « ~ ~ I a \ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ s E ~ ~ ~

0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020

Iv I

FIG. 1. Bounds on the flavor-changing amplitude IUqbI

versus the magnitude IV,qI for the case IV,bI = 0.044. The
upper bound (solid) is from the new UA1 limit on IU&gbI. The
dashed horizontal line is the lower bound if the Z-mediated
FCNC diagram is to be large enough to account for B&-Bz
mixing. The upper diagonal line is the lower bound for the
Z-mediated FCNC to dominate the standard-model box dia-
gram. The lower diagonal line is the upper bound on the first
term in Uzb in Eq. (45). This term has the same phase as
the standard-model box diagram.

bound on the first term in IU&b I
in Eq. (45), which has the

standard-model phase. The bounds are plotted for the
case IV,bI = 0.044, its central value. The top horizontal
line is the upper bound for IUgbI from the UA1 FCNC ex-
periment in Eq. (8). The lower horizontal line (dashed)
is the lower limit for IUdbI if it, is to be large enough to
account for Bdo B&o mixing, -from Eq. (13). The top diag-
onal line is the lower limit of Udb for Z-mediated FCNC
to dominate the standard-model box diagram. Since the
box process is proportional to V, & and the Z-mediated
one to U&&, the bound for Z mediation to dominate is a
straight line. The lowest experimental limit, for n~~

——90
GeV is used here. The limit would increase upward by
a factor of 2 if m, = 200 GeV. The lower diagonal line
is the upper bound on the first term in Uqb in Eq. (45)
which contains the same 3 x 3 phase of V~g. If Ugt, is
above this line it must be from contributions from the
second and/or third terms in Eq. (45) which bring in

one or both of the new phases from the 4 x 4 mixing
matrix. For IV,bI equal to the upper or lower limits, 0.58
or 0.30, both horizontal curves would shift. up or down,
respectively, by 32%.

X. EFFECTS OF IMPROVEMENT
OF B ~ D BOUND BY 1/10

An experiment. at. Vermilab may improve the bound on
8 —ppX by a factor of 1/10 that in Eq. (6), namely,
to

B(B~ppX) (5x10 (46)

This bounds the FCNC amplitude at 90% C.L. :

& 0.013. (47)

Comparing this to the requirement for Bd-Bd mixing to
be accounted for by Z-mediated FCNC in Eq. (7), which
is that, the above ratio be greater than 0.013 at 90% C.L. ,

we would have a. clear discrepancy. By combining the two
offsets at a. 90% C.L. or 1.64o each, we would get a 2.32o
discrepancy, and the Z mediation would be ruled out
at, the 98% C.L. In Fig. 1 the upper bound line (solid)
would be lowered to IUqbI ( 0.006, or coincident with the
lower bound for B mixing by FCNC. Although the figure
is shown only for the central value of IV,bI, the above
conclusion would be va, lid independent of its value since
both bounds are scaled by it.

The improved bound would also improve the bound on

ss4 in Eq. (37), giving

Iss41& 011 (48)

which would limit the standard model phase term in Eq.
(45) to 0.01V,d.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the newest, bounds on b ~ d, b ~ s,
and s ~ d FCNC to restrict the values for possible Z-
mediated contributions to B-B mixing. We found that
these processes can now be shown not to dominate B,-

8, mixing, but. are still just, allowed for 8&-Bd mixing.
We have set, limits on the mixing angles in a. 4 x 4 down-
quark mixing matrix. These show that new phases from
t, he 4 x 4 matrix should contribute to the CP-violating
8& meson decay asymrnetries if the Z-mediated pro-
cesses dominate 8d- 8& nxixing.
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